April 5-7, 2017

2017 Symposium Agenda
Preconference Kickoff Wednesday April 5th
5:00 PM
Registration & Refreshments
5:30-6:30
Panel Discussion – Technical Outlook: Industry & Market Trends
Chris Verrone, CMT, Frank Teixeira, CMT, CFA, and Jay Woods
Moderated by Gina Martin Adams, CMT, CFA
Join us for a fast-paced discussion of the markets and the industry landscape
from three industry perspectives – research, trading, and portfolio management.
Gina Martin Adams, Chief Strategist for Bloomberg Intelligence, will explore
several key themes with the panelists, including:
1. The current state of the market and how sentiment, relative strength of
various sectors, and IPO issuance could inform our market view.
2. Where opportunities are emerging amid the changing industry
landscape. How might correlation/dispersion or long term rates affect
active vs. passive fund flows?
3. What trends are beginning to develop at the sector level? What
financial/tech sector strength might indicate for the broader outlook?
6:30 – 7:30

Networking Reception

Day 1 Thursday April 6th
7:15 – 8:00 AM

Breakfast and Registration

8:00 – 9:00 AM Pricing versus Valuation - Dr. Aswath Damodaran
Valuation and pricing are two very different processes. Many analysts/investors are
often confident about one, but that does not imply confidence about the other. Pricing
is an exercise of gauging demand and supply, reading investor moods and determining
what people will pay for an asset, rather than what it is worth. Valuation is about
estimating what an asset is worth, given its earning potential, growth and risk. You can
tell whether an investor or analyst is a “pricer” or “valuer” by looking at the tools that he
or she uses. The tools of choice for most pricers are relative valuation (multiples such as
PE or EV multiples), where you assess how much you will pay for an asset by looking at
what others are paying for similar assets (usually other companies in the same business),
and technical analysis (where you use charts and indicators to gauge shifts in
demand). The tools of choice for “valuers” are either discounted cash flow (DCF) or
accounting based (building off book value) models.
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As the global voice of professional technical analysts, the MTA asserts that technical
and fundamental analysis are complementary tools. That they lead money managers
or analysts to more secure conviction when navigating ever-changing markets.
In the opening keynote session Dr. Aswath Damodaran will frame out the 2017
Symposium and the tools integral to successful active money management. From the
perspective of a valuation expert, Professor Damodaran will explore the forces that
drive price above or below intrinsic value as well as some of the skepticism towards the
active management industry. Attendees will take away an appreciation for the
extreme rigor required to exploit market anomalies to generate consistent excess
returns.
9:00 – 10:10 AM Cross-Asset Strategy: Technical Tools for Global Macro Investing
In this FICC focused session, Jim Bianco, CMT and Sheba Jafari, CMT, MSTA will discuss
the technical approach and methodology used to unpack the intermarket relationships
between currencies, commodities and fixed income markets. An overview of analytical
tools, timeframes, and indicators will be addressed as part of the approach to global
macro investing. This framework will then be applied in “real time” to assess some of the
key intermarket themes that are currently impacting the various asset classes. Panelists
will provide insights for how technical analysis improves investor performance across
asset classes.
10:10 – 10:35 AM

Networking Break

10:35 – 11:20 AM
Interactive Session #1 – attendees will select one of the
presentations (listed below)
a. Paul Krikler, Veteran Research Analyst and Consultant –Writing and Presenting
Investment Ideas with Impact and Conviction
b. Mike Webster, SVP & Portfolio Manager - Managing Expectations using O’Neil
Chart Patterns
c. Robin L. Carpenter, Founding Principal of Carpenter Analytix - A Tandem
Walk Down Wall Street: Two New Statistical Tools
11:25-12:10 PM
Interactive Session #2 – attendees will select one of the
presentations (listed below)
a. Richard Lehman – Professor of Finance at UC Berkeley Extension & Golden
Gate University – Technical Analysis 2.0: Mining Behavioral Psychology to
Advance the Discipline
b. Alex Cole, Technical Analysis Development Specialist at Bloomberg - Creating
custom studies: The Chameleon Indicators
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12:10 – 1:00 PM

Lunch

1:00 – 1:05 PM

Craig Johnson, CMT, CFA – State of the MTA

1:05 – 2:05 PM

Master's of Finance – Featuring Alan R. Shaw, CMT

There is no one better equipped than Barry Ritholtz to explore how investors outperform
as he does every week on Bloomberg Radio in his show Masters in Business; an hour long
deep dive into the people who drive markets and business. In this session, Barry will
interview Wall St. veteran and MTA co-founder Alan R. Shaw, CMT. Alan will share his
experience of the industry from his beginnings as a fundamental securities analyst and
how he became actively involved in technical analysis in the early 1960s. Attendees will
gain an historical market context from Alan’s years serving as Research Director at
Harris Upham prior to its merger with Smith Barney in 1976 where he eventually became
the managing director of the technical research department. Notably, Alan taught
technical analysis to scores of Wall St. legends in parallel to his own career through
courses at the New York Institute of Finance. Join us for this candid conversation with
one of Wall Street’s true Masters in Finance.
2:10 – 2:55 PM
Interactive Session #3 – attendees will select one of three
presentations (descriptions below)
a. Jeffrey S. Weiss, CMT, Chief Technical Analyst at Clearview Trading Advisors,
Inc. – Relationship Investing - Stock Market Therapy for Your Money
b. Gary Anderson, 35-year veteran financial analyst, money manager, and
systems developer - The Janus Factor: Trend Follower's Guide to Market
Dialectics
c. Robin Griffiths, Head of Multi-Asset Research & Advisory Team at ECU Group –
Global Market Outlook
2:55 – 3:10 PM

Afternoon Networking Break

3:10 – 3:55 PM
Interactive Session #4 – attendees will select one of the
presentations (descriptions below)
a. Richard Brath, Partner at Uncharted Software – Beyond Technical Analysis:
Using Data Visualization to Understand Market Data, Fundamentals,
Technicals, Models, News and More
b. Erez Katz, CEO and Tucker Balch, Ph.D., CTO of Lucena Research – Winning
Strategies using Predictive Analytics
c. Larry McMillan, Professional Trader & Author - The Current State of OptionOriented Indicators
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4:00 – 5:15 PM
TechnoQuant: The Merger of Technical Market Insights and
Systematic Trading
This closing keynote session will explore the convergence of technical analysis and
quantitative methodology. Although coming from different disciplines, Kathryn
Kaminski, PhD, CAIA and David Lundgren, CMT, CFA both believe in the value of trend
following. Price momentum is a persistent market anomaly and approaches to
capturing the value of trend following are now blurring the lines between technical and
quantitative methods. This fusion has led to new insights and applications for investment
professionals globally.
Whether in the finance lab at MIT or the portfolio management meetings at Wellington,
interactions between technicians and quants are yielding new insights and applications
for investment professionals globally. As a leading researcher and author on trend
following, Katy will share many of her findings and experiences at the intersection of
academia and investment practice. Dave will frame out this session and the
implications it has for the global technical community.
5:20 PM

Depart for World Trade Center

Industry Celebration at the Freedom Tower
On Thursday, April 6th we invite you to join us for an exclusive industry event at 1 World
Trade Center. The evening will begin with a tour of the one world observatory followed
by a lavish celebration at the gallery space of Conde Nast. Attendees will have ample
time for networking over dinner and drinks that will conclude around 10:00pm.
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Day 2 Friday April 7th
7:15 – 8:00 AM

Breakfast and Registration

8:00 – 9:00 AM The ETF Ecosystem
Friday’s opening panel discussion is a deep dive into the ETF Ecosystem. Eric Balchunas, ETF Specialist
for Bloomberg Intelligence will anchor the session, moderating a discussion centered on the data and
tools needed for active managers to compete in a passive focused industry. Corey Hoffstein of
Newfound Research will illustrate new methods for tactical fund strategy using ETFs that sit at the
intersection of quantitative and behavioral finance. Tony Welch, CFA, CMT of NDR will unpack ETF asset
flows, positioning, and short interest in regards to market sentiment. Jay Jacobs, CFA of Global X Funds
will offer commentary from the perspective of the index provider and ETF product “manufacturer.” This
session will give attendees a unique perspective on the entire ETF Ecosystem as well as the technical
view of how investors put these products to work in actively managed funds.

9:05 – 9:50 AM
Interactive Session #5 – attendees will select one of three
presentations (repeated from Thursday)
a. Paul Krikler, Veteran Research Analyst and Consultant –Writing and Presenting
Investment Ideas with Impact and Conviction
b. Mike Webster, SVP & Portfolio Manager - Managing Expectations using O’Neil
Chart Patterns
c. Robin L. Carpenter, Founding Principal of Carpenter Analytix - A Tandem
Walk Down Wall Street: Two New Statistical Tools
9:50 – 10:15 AM

Morning Networking Break

10:15 – 11:00 AM
presentations

Interactive Session #6 – attendees will select one of three

a. Richard Lehman – Professor of Finance at UC Berkeley Extension & Golden
Gate University – Technical Analysis 2.0: Mining Behavioral Psychology to
Advance the Discipline
b. Katie Stockton,CMT Chief Technical Strategist at BTIG – Market Outlook
c. Alex Cole, Technical Analysis Development Specialist at Bloomberg - Building
a Custom Technical Study

11:05 – 11:50 AM
Interactive Session #7 – attendees will select one of three
presentations (repeated from Thursday)
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a. Jeffrey S. Weiss, CMT, Chief Technical Analyst at Clearview Trading Advisors,
Inc. – Relationship Investing - Stock Market Therapy for Your Money
b. Gary Anderson, 35-year veteran financial analyst, money manager, and
systems developer - The Janus Factor: Trend Follower's Guide to Market
Dialectics
c. Robin Griffiths, Head of Multi-Asset Research & Advisory Team at ECU Group –
Global Market Outlook

11:50 – 1:20 PM
12:00 – 1:20 PM
Investments

WORKING LUNCH

New Ideas in Technical Analysis – Co-hosted by Fidelity

Description: We will explore the impact of millennials on global investing. The
panelists will address some of these key questions:
• How will this demographic boom impact the broad economy through consumption
and production?
• Are there echoes of the baby boom generation that we can learn from as this story
unfolds?
• What are the impacts on equity markets as millennials gain an investing capacity?
• How can technical analysis improve investors’ capacity to assess risk reward
opportunities in rapidly changing markets?

Moderator: John Gagliardi, CMT
Panelists:





Ralph Acampora, CMT
Dan Wantrobski, CMT
Katie Stockton, CMT
Larry Berman, CMT, CFA

Each panelist will present actionable insights based on their technical view of the
markets, rapidly answering the following questions:
• What was your best trade/call over the past 15 months?
• What is your best idea of 2017 and why?
• What is your view on the State of the US Equity Market? (Either SPX or DJIA)

1:20 – 2:05 PM
Interactive Session #8 – attendees will select one of three
presentations (repeated from Thursday)
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a. Richard Brath, Partner at Uncharted Software – Beyond Technical Analysis:
Using Data Visualization to Understand Market Data, Fundamentals,
Technicals, Models, News and More
b. Erez Katz, CEO and Tucker Balch, Ph.D., CTO of Lucena Research – Winning
Strategies using Predictive Analytics
c. Larry McMillan, Professional Trader & Author - The Current State of OptionOriented Indicators
2:15 – 2:30 PM Presenting the 2017 Charles H. Dow Award to Andrew Thrasher, CMT
The MTA honors Andrew Thrasher, CMT for his paper "Forecasting a Volatility Tsunami".
The empirical aim of this paper is motivated by the anecdotal belief among the
professional and non-professional investment community, that a “low” reading in the
CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) or large decline alone are ample reasons to believe that
volatility will spike in the near future. While the Volatility Index can be a useful tool for
investors and traders, it is often misinterpreted and poorly used. This paper will
demonstrate that the dispersion of the Volatility Index acts as a better predictor of its
future VIX spikes.

2:30 – 3:30 PM
Rhoads, CFA

Introducing Implied Volatility as a Market Indicator – Russell

Join Russell as he discusses the behavior of the market’s expectations of volatility in a
variety of asset classes. He will introduce volatility indexes, such as VIX that apply to
markets such as gold, oil, and even bonds. In this session, he will demonstrate how the
forward-looking nature of implied volatility can be used as a technical analysis tool.

3:30 – 4:00 PM

Afternoon Networking Break

4:00 – 5:00 PM

Award Presentations
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Recognition Award: Robin J. Griffiths
The MTA honors Robin Griffiths, for pioneering the field of technical analysis
across the global community and to the broader institutional landscape.
Robin's signature "Roadmap" cycle model is a key contribution to the
evolution of technical analysis and navigation of investment opportunities.
Service Award: George A. Schade, Jr., CMT
The MTA honors George Schade for decades of service to the
organization as a volunteer and his dedication to preparing the
organization for its role as a leader in the global investment community.
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Closing Keynote by the Annual Award Recipient - Henry O. Pruden
The MTA honors and thanks Dr. Henry O. “Hank” Pruden for his numerous contributions
to technical analysis education, including especially establishing the first graduate level
Certificate of Technical Market Analysis at Golden Gate University, where he has
taught, mentored and inspired thousands of students and professional technicians
throughout his 40-year career.
5:15 – 6:15 PM Closing Cocktail Reception
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Convene Conference Center
E – Escalators to main Entrance “The Foyer”
I + H – Dining and Exhibit area “Riverview” and “Overlook”
D – Forum
B+C – Exchange Hub (East & West)
J+K – Wall Hub (North & South)
G – Old Slip Studio
L – Water Studio
F – Front Studio
A - Boardroom
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Conference Format
Panel Discussions & Interactive
Sessions
The MTA Symposium is designed to
be a high-energy conference with
lots of movement and choice of
content over the 2.5 days. The
agenda is designed around general
sessions primarily for panel discussions
and more intimate sessions where
the audience breaks up into three
separate tracks. These interactive
sessions focus on a single speaker
and offer attendees the opportunity
for a deep dive on a single subject.
The same presentation that is given
on Thursday will be repeated on
Friday. All attendees will be able to
select their custom agenda through
the conference app. By the end of
the conference, attendees will have
had the opportunity to view nearly
all Interactive Sessions and will have
access to video archives of any
presentation they missed.

Audience
In recent years, the MTA has realigned our CMT Program to an institutional-focused
candidate body. The expanded curriculum addresses the critical skills demanded of
active asset managers and now focuses on behavioral finance-based theory, risk
management, Intermarket analysis and allocation strategies, and of course the tactical
trading that comes from a thorough knowledge of price-volume action.
As the Association has repositioned for sustained growth, the reconstructed curriculum
has attracted a diverse mix of asset managers, research analysts, quants/system
developers, global macro strategists, private bankers and wealth managers of all stripes
from multinational investment banks to small RIAs.
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INTERACTIVE SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Richard Brath, Partner at Uncharted Software – Beyond Technical Analysis: Using Data
Visualization to Understand Market Data, Fundamentals, Technicals, Models, News and
More
In a world where the over-abundance of data does not translate into useful
information, analysts and investors become paralyzed trying to navigate through the
noise. Richard Brath will share some techniques for visualizing the ever-growing pool of
market data (both fundamental and technical), credit, governance, sentiment and
other influential data. The session will start with some basic visualization techniques such
as bars, histograms and scatterplots and show how insights can be gained when they
are linked together interactively.
This presentation will equip investment professionals of all backgrounds with innovative
ways of thinking about the information at hand, free tools that everyone can put to
work immediately and exposure to custom analytics and programming that could take
your practice to new levels.
Paul Krikler, Veteran Research Analyst and Consultant –Writing and Presenting
Investment Ideas with Impact and Conviction
Join Paul Krikler for key takeaways in your career development. Technical writing and
professional communication require the same time, attention and discipline that is
required to develop a sound investment process. This session will highlight best practices
for how to make complicated investment ideas easy to understand whether you write
them or present them.
Gary Anderson, 35-year veteran financial analyst, money manager, and systems
developer - The Janus Factor: Trend Follower's Guide to Market Dialectics
Through his decades of research and testing, Gary Anderson was able to tap into
feedback loops that provide a more nuanced understanding of market trends and
have helped him discover profitable trading opportunities for clients. Join this session as
Gary presents his innovative approach to trend following that describes how feedback
loops determine market behavior. Gary’s 2012 book The Janus Factor: Trend Follower's
Guide to Market Dialectics clearly shows how the theory can be applied to make
trading more profitable.
The metaphor of the two-faced god Janus is used to reflect alternating market
environments, one dominated by trend followers and the other by contrarian bargain
hunters. Gary Anderson will share his systematic view of how positive and negative
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feedback drive capital flows in the stock market and how those flows tend to favor
either sector leaders or sector laggards at different times.
Jeffrey S. Weiss, CMT, Chief Technical Analyst at Clearview Trading Advisors, Inc. –
Relationship Investing - Stock Market Therapy For Your Money
In this motivational session, veteran Wall Street analyst Jeffrey S. Weiss, CMT presents the
case for technical analysis to investors with widely varying levels of investment
experience. He will show how treating an investment like a personal relationship can
help simplify stock market decisions. Jeff’s goal is to remove some of the complexity
from the investment process to achieve potentially improved investment results while
emphasizing risk management – the cornerstone of any investment discipline.
As told in his recently published book Relationship Investing – Stock Market Therapy For
Your Money, there are rules to consider following in the stock market, just as you need
to follow guidelines in a relationship. The two are surprisingly intertwined. They include:
Communication—you need to be to understand stock market lingo, just as you
need to be able to understand your partner
 Risk management—resolve when to sell your stock by knowing when to break it
off with your partner
 Timing—determine when to buy a stock the way you decide when to take the
next step forward with your significant other
For veteran practitioners, this session will provide a new skill set for relating to clients and
observing the market's movements – as well as relaying the value of technical analysis
to a novice audience in motivationally humorous and highly informative risk
management terms.


Jeff will also be discussing the current technical state of the market based on his 35+
years in the business, while featuring some relevant graphs. He currently serves as chief
technical analyst at Clearview Trading Advisors, Inc. here in New York City.
Erez Katz, CEO and Tucker Balch, Ph.D., CTO of Lucena Research – Winning Strategies
using Predictive Analytics
The formation of a profitable quantitative trading strategy is a unique intellectual
undertaking that draws on out-of- the-box thinking, perseverance, proprietary data,
and nearly all aspects of computer science. The challenge is amplified when we
custom build a strategy inspired from an investment book or a client’s mandate.
Our goal in this presentation is to take you on a creative journey from the seed of an
investment idea to a live systematic traded strategy. Finding real value in algorithmic
trading requires a self-adjusting protocol that constantly responds to changes in the
market while constantly avoiding the trap of overfitting.
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Meet Lucena Research’s chief scientist Dr. Tucker Balch and CEO Erez Katz as they carry
you through their regimented process designed for quantitatively inclined build-ityourself investors. From identifying relevant data, applying cross validation through
parametric searches, implementing machine learning algorithms, back-testing, and all
the way to live deployment. You will see first-hand how Lucena makes custom
investment strategies more accessible through automation.
Rick Lehman, Berkeley Finance Professor & Author - Technical Analysis 2.0: Mining
Behavioral Psychology to Advance the Discipline
The origins of using past prices to forecast future ones in financial instruments can be
traced as far back as Babylonian price records and Greek market sentiment
assessments. But it was Charles Dow and his disciples that can be credited with
adapting this ancient art form to modern day financial markets by adding scientific
elements such as data gathering, hypothesis testing, and mathematical rigor. Over the
last century, Dow’s original work has been expanded into the wide assortment of
techniques, indicators, and methodologies in use today. If we consider this
contemporary incarnation of TA as version 1.0, a case can be made for another
significant transformation in Technical Analysis currently taking place (call it version 2.0),
brought on by dramatic advances in data science, behavioral psychology, and
artificial intelligence. This presentation will look in particular at the effect that behavior
and psychology are having on Technical Analysis and what the implications are for
market technicians.
Mike Webster, SVP & Portfolio Manager - Managing Expectations using O’Neil Chart
Patterns
Leverage O’Neil base patterns to initiate long positions. Utilizing the results of a new
comprehensive study of O’Neil base breakouts from 1963 to 2017, learn what
percentage of breakouts outperform in the short term and what percent continue on to
double, triple, or increase even more in price. Portfolio Manager Mike Webster will talk
about some simple rules to help you recognize this behavior and dramatically improve
your odds of buying successful breakouts from Cups, Cups with Handles, Double
Bottoms, Flat, Ascending, and IPO Bases. The reality is most breakouts will not go on to
be huge winners, so learn what warning signs to look for shortly after a stock passes its
pivot point. He will also share the results of a 50-year backtest to show you the true
power of quickly cutting your losses and letting your winners run.
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Robin L. Carpenter, Founding Principal of Carpenter Analytix - A Tandem Walk Down
Wall Street: Two New Statistical Tools
After a brief description of his view of markets as both random and trendy, Mr.
Carpenter will present two models of market condition.
The PBA model (“Portfolio Behavior Analysis”) is a returns-based fund attribution model.
Originally designed to assess mutual fund strategies, it is now primarily applied to
tracking CTA hedge fund exposures. The presentation will show how tracking CTA
behavior adds value and how the analyst can piggy-back on that value. The CTAs are
better than their record suggests.
Carpenter’s “Cumulative Skew” index (CSQ) indicates market strength or weakness as
revealed in the shape of cross-sectional returns distribution. The presentation will show
the underlying basis and results of the CSQ index.
Larry McMillan, Professional Trader & Author - The Current State of Option-Oriented
Indicators
You can't trade $VIX (the CBOE's Volatility Index) itself, but there are plenty of ways that
you can use volatility derivatives (both futures and options) to speculate and/or to help
you predict market direction. In this seminar, we'll look at those and illustrate some
extremely important points:




Why the Big (Volatility) Short is a favorite hedge fund strategy.
Why do "TV analysts" keep saying "buy protection," when all that does is lose money?
Why buying the Volatility ETFs (VXX, etc.) could be disastrous to your wealth.

In addition, option data (price and volume) can often be used to structure trading
indicators or systems designed to predict the movements of the broad stock market. In
this session, we will review the prominent ones (put-call ratios, volatility indices such as
VIX, etc.) and bring you up to date on what these indicators are "saying" at the current
time.
Alex Cole, Technical Analysis Development Specialist at Bloomberg - Creating custom
studies: The Chameleon Indicators
Technology allows for Technicians to turn ideas into custom technical indicators. Alex
Cole will discuss the idea that led to the creation of the new Chameleon studies. This
session will focus on the origin of the idea through to the creation and publication of
the studies on the Bloomberg Terminal. Alex will wrap up with chart examples: how to
find, use and interpret the new Chameleon Technical Indicators.
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